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Home Truth
PRINTING CAPITAL GROWTH (Take 2)
Most of the world’s leading economies continue to
print money like there’s no tomorrow today, lead
until recently and by some margin by the US.
The US has eased up on its money printing over
recent months but new Fed chair Janet Yellen has
made it clear that in touching the money printing
brake, her foot remains close to the accelerator.
We may never know just how much money the
US has printed so far as it has done so in many
guises, but we do know the total to be in the many
trillions of dollars (and if US debt levels are any
guide, it may be much more). Over just his short
tenure, Barack Obama has racked up more than
$10Trillion dollars worth of new debt to more than
triple what his country now owes (mainly to China).
Whilst most of that newly minted money has found
its way into the share market, diminishing returns
and failing security there will likely soon have it
searching elsewhere for a new home.
A new home will be its new home, in any country that
is safe, secular, resource rich, and underpopulated.
Yes, the US is to some degree a bit of all of those,
compared to us however, they run such a distant
second to us that they are almost out to the horizon.
Australia is roughly the size of the US, and China
but has a population 1/20th and 1/70th respectively.
When the money does eventually settle it will also
cause inﬂation, even hyper-inﬂation. As unlikely a
scenario as high inﬂation may seem today, it is no
less improbable than the 0% interest rates we see
in the US today would have seemed back in 2005.

This being our ﬁnal MOVE for 2014, I would like
to take the opportunity to thank all our clients for
their incredible support and loyalty over what has
been another landmark year for the company and
a testing one for the market.
But it’s not over yet. As we go to print there’s still
another full month of peak selling and leasing
conditions still to run before the market eases
up for Christmas. We of course will be out there
pushing hard right up to the ﬁnal bell.
January as we know will spell much quieter times
on the selling front but still peak activity for leasing.
Short of an 11th hour reprieve, leasing in the new
year could prove particularly testing as we look like
entering it with record low vacancies and inventory.

THE M O ST BEA U T IF U L
PEARL S I N T HE
WORL D A RE NO W
IN BRI SBA NE.

Whilst poor economic fundamentals overall slowed
the forward momentum of our sales market this
year, on reﬂection, much was still achieved.
Our entry level market boomed, several exciting and
new major development projects were announced
to complement the many already underway, and for
us particularly pleasing; the strong recovery of our
blue ribbon river market more than just continuing,
gathered pace, to be capped off just last month by
an all-time Brisbane record $14million house sale.
All market recoveries are ultimately ‘bottom up’
affairs and with our already record low interest rates
set to fall further near term, expect the affordability
driven recovery to move upmarket through 2015
and beyond. For that we can’t wait!

NEW BOUTIQUE NOW OPEN.
QUEENS PLAZA, SHOP GL09A, ENTRANCE VIA EDWARD ST

Lastly, if our paths don’t cross beforehand, I take
this opportunity also to wish you and yours a Merry
Christmas and a safe and prosperous New Year.
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I think we all know what happens to property values
when inﬂation hits. If perchance you are that young
that you don’t, Google it!
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